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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-10655 

Because of the higher particle energy, sector-focused cyclotrons require 

higher gradients in their electrostatic deflectors than ordinary cyclotrons. A 

higher operating gradient can be achieved by exciting the deflector from a low-

energy-storage power supply which permits control of the electrode surface 

heating during each spark. A pair of high-frequency Cockcroft- Walton rectifiers 

with this capability has been built for the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory' s 

88-Inch Cyclotron. Each rectifier consists of a six-stage circuit designed to 

deliver 120 kV at 5 rnA. It is driven by a 100-kc oscillator. The rectifier is 

built from inexpensive silicon diodes, each with a rating of 600 piN, 0. 75 A, 

and a storage time of 2 1-1sec. The diodes are assembled on etched circuit 

boards. Between decks of the rectifier, 900-pF, 30-kV ceramic capacitors 

similar to those in television sets are used. The de output voltage is controlleid. 

by plate modulation of the oscillator and regulated to 0. 01 o/o by an electronic 

regulator. The rectifier is protected against spark-induced surge currents by1 

an electronic crowbar operating on the screen grid of the oscillator. 
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INTRODUCTION 

UCRL-10655 

The state of the cyclotron art demands well-regulated, ripple-free voltage 

for the new high-gradient electrostatic deflectors. Higher electrical gradients 

can be achieved if the deflector power supply provides a simple means of ad-

justing the energy supplied to the sparks during the deflector bake -in period. 

The power supply described here meets these requirements remarkably well. 

Two such supplies have been built and installed in the Berkeley 88-Inch Cyclotron. 

Each supply consists of a six-stage Cockcroft- Walton rectifier built from silicon 

diodes mounted on printed-circuft boards, a 100-kc oscillator to excite the 

rectifier, a hard-tube modulator to control the oscillator output voltage, an 

electronic regulator, a reference, and a precision voltage divider (see Fig. 1). 

The rectifier installed in the cyclotron is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of 

12 circuit boards mounted in an 8-in. -o. d. lucite tube; the overall length of the 

assembly is 27 in. The rectifier extends from slightly above the deflector 

bushing to the ceiling of the deflector cage. The 1 00-kc oscillator is mounted 

directly above the rectifier on the roof of the Jieflector cage. It connects to 

the rectifier through a fiberglas insulator. The rest of the electronic equipment 

is installed in the electronic racks. 
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Fig. I. Master schematic of deflector power supply. 
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ZN -3708 

Fig. 2. Deflector rectifier installed in the 88 -Inch Cyclotron. 
It extends from the deflector bushing to the ceiling of the 
deflector cage. It has an outside diameter of 8 in. and is 
27 in. tall. 
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RECTIFIER 

Each circuit board consists of 100 Unitrode, Type UT71, silicon diodes 

connected in se:ries. Each diode is ·shunted by a ·ZSO<.:pF, 500- V, ceramic 

capacitor to divide the inve;se voltages equally. The· diode pattern on the 
r • ·; ·• • 

. . . 

circuit board is arranged to minimize the voltage.gr~di{mt across the board 
•, 

(see Fig~ 3). Tlie boards are connected electrically at two points; by a metal 
~ . i: . . . . '· . . 

post at o~e poi~tand by the between-decks capacitor at another. In the vicinity 

of the metal po~t, where the potential difference is small, the capacitors and 

diodes face on~,;· another, while in the vicinity of the between~deck capacitors, 
-~ . . 

where the potenfial difference is as much as 20 kV, :the capacitors and diodes 

are on opposite''s.ides of the boards (Fig. 4). The spaei!J.g between boards is 

about 2 in. and ·provides a nominal maximum design·gradi:~:mt of 10 kV per in. 

The between-decks capacitors are 900-pF, 30.-:kVj;;:ceramic, tv type 

capacitors~ .The manufacturer of the diodes-rates e~ch diode at 600 piV and 

7 50 rna for- 60-cycle operation. The schematic of the rectifier is shown in 

Fig. 5. 

Since no data were available about the diode·s at 1·00 kc, we set up a 

test for .this Eurpose. Using a single diode rectifying· neg,atively into a 

10,000-ohrn unbypassed load resistor, we obtained oscillograms like the one 
I ., ~ 

shown in Fig. 6 for the Unitrode diode (which was the best of the diodes tested). 

The overshoot is caused by the stored charge in the diode junction. Apparently 

the storage time is about two f.LSec at this voltage ( 150 V peak). We found that 

the diode charges a capacitive load to the peak value, and the stored charge 

does not subtract (appreciably, at any rate) from the output voltage. Therefore, 

in the type of service for which this power. supply is designed, the charge stored 

in the junction seems to have no appr'eciable effecL 

At the suggestion of E. Diebold of the International Rectifier Corp., we 

bombarded some of the diodes with electrons in our 5-MeV electron linear 

• 
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ZN-3703 

Fig . 3. Both sides of a printed-circuit board. The diode pattern is 
1 arranged to minimize the voltage gradient across the board. In 

the v i cinity of the between-deck capacitors of the Cockcro£t-Walton 
rectifier, the diodes are placed outboard of the capacitor s to pro
vide m aximum clearance between the high-voltage points . 
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Fig. 4. C lose-up view of the rect ifier assembly, showing the details 
of the c onst ruction. 
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ZN -3702 

Fig. 6. Wave form obtained across a l 0, 000-Q load resistor for a 
single Unitrode UT7 l diode. The peak value of the applied voltage 
was 150 V, and the frequency was approximately 100 kc. The 
overshoot shows the storage time of the diode junction at this 
voltage- -about 2 j-l.Sec. When the rectifier load is shunted by a 
sufficiently large capacitor, the capacitor charges to the peak 
value as though the diode- junction- stored charge were not present. 
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accelerator. This improved rectification, as shown in Fig. 7. The beam

current density was 400 fJ.A/ em 
2

. The optimum bombardment time with 

this beam was 17 min. 

We wondered whether the electron irradiation had any effect on the 

inverse characteristic of the diode. We found that it reduced the apparent 

resistance by a factor of 10. It had no appreciable effect upon the avalanche 

breakdown voltage, which was about 900 V for these diodes. The back re-) 

sistance was reduced to about 200 Mst for each diode. This is still eno:mously 

high compared with any load that the rectifier might be called upon to feed, so 

there appears to be no reason why irradiated diodes can not be used. It appears 

that rectifiers can be built to operate at much higher frequencies than the 100 kc, 

if desired. We decided that in our application we did not have to irradiate the 

diodes, so we used them as they came from the manufacturer. Irradiation is 

mentioned here for those who m.ight want to operate at frequencies above 100 kc. 

OSCILLATOR 

The oscillator consists of an Eimac 4CW2000 in a Colpitts circuit (Figs •. , 

8 and 9). Several other circuits were studied, but the Colpitts circuit provided 

the greatest discrimination against parasitic oscillations. The turns ratio of 

the tuned circuit is five to one, so a 2500- V oscillator plate swing produces 

I 

12.5 kV peak rf. This is applied directly to the Cockcroft-Walton rectifier 

which multiplies it to 120 kV de. The frequency of the oscillator is 100 kc. 

The 3D22 thyratron serves as the crowbar; when fired it effectively 

grounds the screen grid of the oscillator and prevents oscillation. The 3D22 

is built so that the anode discharge occurs between the anode and the shield 

grid rather than anode to cathode. The shield grid is much larger than the 

anode and surrounds it completely. The control g·rid and cathode form an 

electron gun that shoots a stream of electrons through a hole in the shield grid 
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ZN-3701 

Fig. 7. After irradiating the diode with a beam of 5-MeV electrons 
the rectification characteristics of the diode is much improved. 
The diode was bombarded with a beam-current density of 400 
fJ.A/ cm2 for 17 min. 
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Fig. 9. Construction details of the 100-kc oscillator. 
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into the gaseous region between the shield grid and anode, thus initiating the 

discharge. A pulse transformer is connected in series with the cathode so 

that, when the grid is triggered, the cathode current produces a pulse that 

trips the transistor univibrator, which recycles the screen power supply. 

The recycling time is 1 sec. 

The crowbar derives its signal from the 30-ohm shunt resistor in the 

ground return of the rectifier. Capacitive coupling is used so that the crowbar 

sensitivity can be controlled by a thyratron bias adjustment. Direct-current 

protection is provided by an overcurrent relay located outside the oscillator. 

The RC filter at the thyratron grid prevents triggering of the thyratron by the 

rf. During a spark, of course, this circuit integrates the current for a period 

before firing the thyratron; typically, it takes a few microseconds. Because 

of this circuit the time that a spark discharge persists is a function of the· 

~etting of the crowbar bias control. 

Since the deflector oscillators are located close to the magnet yoke of 

the cyclotron in a field of about 150 G, magnetic shields had to be put over 

the 4CW2000 oscillator tube and the 3D22. The shields consisted of tight

fitting, 1/8-in. -thick, mild-steel cylindrical caps.· 

MODULATOR 

The oscillator output voltage is controlled by adjusting the oscillator 

plate voltage by means of an Eimac 4CX1000A hard-tube modulator (see Fig. 10). 

It is driven by a 4-125A tube operating as a voltage amplifier; its primary 

purpose is simply to couple the signal from ground potential to the grid potential 

of the hard-tube modulator. 
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REGULATOR 

A two ··loop regulator is used to provide deflector voltage stabilization 

(Fig. 11 ). The de loop employs a chopper amplifier to eliminate drift. The 

input signal of the ac loop is isolated from the noise associated with the input 

chopper. The unity gain frequency of the regulator loop is 2500 cycles; the 

transfer function is compensated to be a one-pole network. The de-loop gain 

is 1,000. 

REGULATOR REFERENCE 

The regulator reference voltage is obtained from an 8. 3 V, type 1N430A 

zener diode. This circuit is identical with the references used in our precision 

magnet regulators and is stable to better than a part in 10,000 (Fig. 12). 

PRECISION VOLTAGE DIVIDER 

The voltage divider consists of 120 metal-film (MF), precision resistors 

with a temperature coefficient of less than 36 ppm/°C. These resistors are 

mounted on the inside of a piece of 7 -in. -o. d. polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastic 

tube which provides a smooth surface for the termination of electric field lines 

and prevents corona (Figs. 13, 14, and 15). A fan located in the base of the 

mounting for the voltage divider circulates air over the resistors and keeps 

them at a uniform temperature. This voltage divider is the limitation on the 

stability of the deflector voltage; for a stability of 0. 01 o/o the temperature 

.· 0 

difference between resistors must be within about 3 C. 

DEFLECTOR VOLTMETERS 

The deflector voltmeter (Fig. 16) is designed to operate either as a 

direct-reading voltmeter o:r 1 at the selection of the operator, as a suppressed-

zero voltmeter. In the direct-reading position, the voltmeter reads from 
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Fig. 13. The precision voltage div ider. Metal-film-type (MF) 
prec1s10n resistors are mounted on the inside of the polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) plastic tube. A fan located in the base of the 
unit circulates air over the resistors to maintain a uniform 
temperature. 
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Fig. 14. Interior view of the PVC plastic tube, showing the mounting 
' of the metal-film resistors. 
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zero to 100 kV; in the suppressed-zero position, the meter has a 10 .kV span 

and covers 120 ·kv in 12 scales. This permits the deflector voltage to be 

read to approximately 100 V. The absolute accuracy of the instrument is about 

2%; the reproducibility is about 0. 0 l %. 

CONCLUSION 

Apparently, integration of the spark current starts on the dark current 

preceding the actual spark, because at the rnore sensitive positions of the 

crowbar current setting, the power supply can be turned off before a spark 

becomes visible. By decreasing the crowbar sensitivity slightly, one can 

finally see a small arc during sparking; when the sensitivity is decreased 

further the arc becomes much brighter; finally, when it is decreased still 

' 
further, it becomes a very heavy arc. Thus, one has very good control over 

the amount of spark-produced heating of the electrode surfaces. A second 

advantage of this type of power supply is that the high carrier frequency results 

in a very wide bandwidth in the regulator loop, making possible a very high 

degree of regulation. -The-only_limitation_seem s to be _the stability of_the._re-

sisters in the voltage divider. A third advantage of the power supply is that 

it withstands the short-circuit currents associated with sparking well. We had 

the power supply sparking virtually every second, 24 h/day for many days 

without any indication of difficulty. I think, basically, the reason for this is 

that it stores only z~I/2 joules and, at most, this is distributed among 1200 

diodes. Even if all of the energy were to end up in them, {which of course it 

does not) there is so little energy per diode that no damage results. There is 

so little energy in a spark from this rectifier that it will not puncture even a 

piece, of 5-mil aluminum foil. 
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·.APPENDIX . DESIGN OF' THE COCKCROFT ··WALTON RECTIFIER 

A. Cal~ulation of the 0'-:tput Volta~e. 

The design specifications for the rectifier are: 

1. Output voltage ·-- 1.20 kV 

2. Output current ·- ·- 5 rnA 

3. Operating frequency -- 100 k.c 

4. Output ripple ··- 0. ?.}~~,. 

The output voltage· of a Cockcroft- Walton rectifier is reduced by the 

voltage drop in the between-deck capacitors caused by the diode shunting 

capacitance and the load current. The output voltage of a practical Cockcroft

Walton rectifier 
1 

is 

Ijz r· l/2 l ( n3 
3n

2 
} iL Vdc::: V 0 (C

8
/C)-. tanh _n(C

8
/C) cos e1 ·· T2 + TI) sC . (l) 

Here V 0 ~ the peak applied ac voltage, is l 0 kV; n, the number of decks, is 12; 

C 1 the diode shunting capacitance, is (250 + 25)/ 100 = 2. 7 5 pF; 
S· 

C, the capacitance per deck, is 900 pF; 8
1

, the half angle of current flow, is Oo/o; 

iL; the load current, is 5 mA; and s = 2rrf = 2TI X l 0 5• Substituting these 

values info-Eq.-(llgives ·v de = 103 kV. 

B. Calculation of the Ripple and Design of an RC Filter 

Voelker gives the ripple voltage of a Cockcroft-Walton rectifier 

oE=Vo [I- I 1/2] 
· cosh(n(C

8
/C) · ) 

l 
as 

(2) 

Substituting in Eq. (2) the values given above for Eq. (1) gives bE= 3.02 kV. 

The percent ripple at the output of the Cockcroft- Walton rectifier is 

(3.02 X 100)/103 = 2.930/tJ. 

We can attenuate this ripple by using an RC filter consisting of a series 

resistance connecting the Cockcroft- Walton to the deflector, and a capacitance 

which is the deflector capacitance. Such a filter is a one -pole network in 
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which, :for an attenuation of 15 at 100 kc,the pole must be at 6. 7 kc. For a 

deflector capacitance of250 pF» R is approximately !cib kn. At 5 ~A.(this 

provides another 500 v drop» so that the output voltage at the deflector is 

102.5 kV;' thus for a deflector voltage of 120 kV, the peak ac input voltage to 

the Cockcroft- Walton must be 

V' = 0 
120 X 104 

102.5 = 11.7 kV. (3) 
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